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Abstract

In PFL – an experimental process functional programming language [5, 6, 7] the imperative
computation and the functional evaluation are clearly separated in a well-balanced manner. Neither
environment variables nor assignments are used in PFL expressions that still manipulate the state
using both explicit and implicit environments. In this way PFL extends to both imperative and
functional languages, preserving the ability for reasoning about the programs [9, 10] and systems [3, 4]
in terms of expressions. In this paper we concentrate to expressing the imperative programs in a
purely functional manner using just implicit environments, which is semantically equivalent to that
used in imperative functional languages [11]. However, the implicit environment in PFL is visible,
providing the strong feedback about the implementation to a user.

1 Introduction

In the past, combining imperative and func-
tional paradigms to exploit the benefits of
both – the ability to manipulate the state pre-
serving at the same time functional seman-
tics, has resulted in two categories of func-
tional languages, able to manipulate the state
[1, 8, 2, 12].
The first category comprises the
environment-based languages, such as Scheme
[1] or SML [8] that have assignments used in
expressions in an explicit form. In these lan-
guages environment variables and assignment
operations occur in expressions.
In imperative functional languages, such as
Clean [2] or Haskell [12] assignments are hid-
den to a user. Imperative actions are per-
formed implicitly using monads combined with
lambda abstractions and LET strict operations
[13]. These languages are classified as being
not environment-based, since they use the lazy
evaluation mechanism based on the graph re-
duction.
PFL – an experimental process functional
language is not an imperative functional lan-
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guage. It is rather a language that integrates
both imperative and functional paradigms. It
is based on expression evaluation, as functional
languages. At the same time, the state is vis-
ible to a programmer, as it is in imperative
languages [5, 6, 7]. Except that there are no
assignments provided to a user, PFL is not
restricted neither to the imperative nor func-
tional methodology of programming.
In this paper we will show, how it is pos-
sible to express imperative tasks in PFL in a
purely functional manner, i.e. by expressions
that affect just implicit environment, using ei-
ther imperative or functional methodology.

2 Implicit environment
As a general rule in PFL, variables in expres-
sions are constant values, as it is in a purely
functional language. The ability for the im-
plicit environment definition is given by the
partial definiteness of values represented by
lambda variables. The implicit environment
variables are the cells for storing the values
that form a structured, partially defined value,
represented by a lambda variable.
Let us consider simple program, comprising
the function f and the main expression main:



Example 2.1

f :: ({Int} → Float)→ (Float, Int)→ Float
f x y@(p, q) = p + x{q}

main = f ({1 . . 4} → 10.0) (2.5, 3)

The expression {1 . . 4} → 10.0 creates the
array of four items, each defined by the value
10.0, and the expression (2.5, 3) constructs the
pair of two items of the values 2.5, and 3. The
main expression main evaluates to p + x{q} =
2.5 + x{3} = 2.5 + 10.0 = 12.5.
In the example 2.1, lambda variables x and

y are the constants of the types x : {Int} →
Float, and y : (Float, Int), respectively. They
cannot change in the context of the expression
p + x{q} evaluation.
On the other hand, the values x and y may
change partially, since we may think about
their items as the values and, at the same time,
as the cells. The values x and y are well-defined
even if they are defined partially, i.e. with one
or more items undefined.
The implicit environment is given by the
cells p, q, and x{eR}, such that eR ∈ {1 . . 4}.
But x{eR} : Float, p : Float, and q : Int,
are values, not cells. Hence, we must develop
the mechanism for accessing and updating the
cells, such that prevents the use of assignments
and environment variables in expressions.

2.1 The notion of environment
variable

Instead of commonly accepted notion of en-
vironment as mapping from variables (passive
memory cells) into the values (stored in these
cells), according to the definition (1), we pro-
pose “more active” semantics for environment
variables, as follows. An environment vari-
able v is an overloaded mapping (2), with two
instances the update (3) and the access (4).
Then, an environment variable may be applied,
either to an expression of the unit type (), eval-
uated to the control value (), or to an expres-
sion of a data type T , evaluated to a value.

env = V ar → V al (1)

v :
∼
T→ T (2)

the update

{
v : T → T
v x = x

(3)

the access

{
v : ()→ T
v () = env v

(4)

v :
∼
T→ T m :

∼
T

v m : T
(5)

2.2 Deriving the environment

The environment variables x{eR}, p, and q in
the example 2.1 are, according to (2) the map-

pings x{eR} :
∼

Float→ Float, p :
∼

Float→ Float,

and q :
∼

Int→ Int.
The implicit variable environment I is the
set of mappings (6), which is defined implicitly
in terms of lambda variables of the process f .
Then, any subset of I may be used as a vari-
able environment for each process, local to f .
The notion of the environment, in the form
of types of environmental cells, such as (6), in-
stead of (1), is more abstract, and this has two
advantages:

• The use of environment variables in ex-
pressions may be prevented.

• At the same time, the environment is vis-
ible to a user.

2.3 The application of an envi-
ronment variable

Instead of expressions, PFL environment vari-
ables occur in type definitions of processes. As
a result of the translation step, process type
definition f :: v T → T ′ is transformed to

f :: T → T ′, deriving v :
∼
T→ T and each appli-

cation in the form (f m) is translated into the
form of the application of f to the application
of environment variable v to m, i.e. into the

form f (v m), such that m :
∼
T .



I = [x : {Int} →
∼

Float→ Float, p :
∼

Float→ Float, q :
∼

Int→ Int] (6)

This approach preserves pure functionality
of expressions, from the viewpoint that the val-
ues of lambda variables do not change. Fur-
thermore, it enables to activate environment
variable applications (5) implicitly via process
applications. The operational semantics of the
application of a process expressed by lambda
abstraction (λx.e) performing the implicit up-
date is of an environment variable v defined
by (7) and the access to v by (8). According
to (7) and (8) the environment variable is ap-
plied when the argument (v m) of the process
is evaluated.

Eval[[(λx.e) (v m)]] env = Eval[[e[(env v)/x]]] [v 7→ m] env, if m : T (7)

Eval[[(λx.e) (v m)]] env = Eval[[e[(env v)/x]]] env, if m : () (8)

3 Manipulating the state
The essential property of purely functional pro-
grams is that lambda variables cannot be un-
defined values ⊥. The values, such as infinite
lists and/or trees may be partially defined just
for the reason that either the tail or a subtree
has not been yet evaluated. Nevertheless, it
is guaranteed, that each value is evaluated on
the request to well-defined value. Therefore, in
contrast to imperative programs, purely func-
tional expressions are evaluated without side
effects providing no opportunity for manipu-
lating the state.
In PFL the state may be manipulated using
an imperative methodology, as shown in the
example 3.1. The same task is solved and the
result of main evaluation is the same as in the
example 2.1. The process bind evaluates its
arguments in the leftmost order to the value
identical to the second argument.

The expression {1 . . 4} → () in the main
evaluates to the array created with items un-
defined, since it allocates in the first stage

a set of the type {1 . . 4} →
∼

Int→ Int of
four environment variables, and then, apply-
ing each of them to (), the lambda variable
x of a is partially defined value of the type
{Int} → Float⊥, such that x{i} = ⊥, for
i ∈ {1 . . 4}. Analogously, as a result of ((), ())
in the main, lambda variable y of g is the par-
tially defined value (⊥,⊥).
The function a updates the array x, assign-
ing the value 10.0 to each item,

using loop comprehension [7] in the form
(ua ({i} 10.0) | i ← {1 . . 4}), of the type
(). The application ua ({i} 10.0) assigns the
value 10.0 to the implicit environment variable
x{i}.
The function g assigns the values 2.5 and 3
to the items of the pair y, not constructing a
new value, just updating the old one by the
application of the process up. Again, the im-
plicit environment variables p and q are visible
to a user.
“Any types”, designated by {} and , may
be used in the type definitions of local pro-
cesses, since ua :: x {Int} Float → () and
up :: p F loat → q Int → (Float, Int) are the
types derivable from lambda and pattern vari-
ables types.
The argument type of ua is in the form of
application of x to type {Int}, since the en-
vironment variable is not x, but x{i}. As a
result of the translation step the application
ua ({i} 10.0) is translated into ua (x {i} 10.0)
and the type definition ua :: x {} → is



translated into ua :: → that may be omit-
ted. The application ((x {i}) 10.0) is environ-
mental, not however the application (x {i}).
Example 3.1

f :: ({Int} → Float)→ (Float, Int)→ Float
f x y@(p, q) = p + x{q}

bind :: ()→ a→ a
bind x = x

a :: ({Int} → Float)→ ({Int} → Float)
a x = bind (ua ({i}10.0) | i← {1 . . 4}) x

where ua :: x {} →
ua = ()

g :: (Float, Int)→ (Float, Int)
g y@(p, q) = up 2.5 3

where up :: p → q →
up = y

main = f (a ({1 . . 4} → ())) (g ((), ()))

The access and the update to an environ-
ment variable is illustrated in the example 3.2.

Example 3.2

h :: (a, a, a)→ a
h (p, q, r) = sumEnv () 3 5 + p + r

where sumEnv :: p → q → r →
sumEnv x y z = x + y + z

main = h (4, (), 2)

Initially, (p, q, r) = (4,⊥, 2). As a result
of (sumEnv () 3 5), the implicit environment
variable p is accessed, and both q and r are
updated. It means that immediately before
x + y + z is evaluated, we have p = x = 4,
q = y = 3, and r = z = 5. Hence, x + y + z =
p + q + r = 12 and main evaluates to 18. No-
tice, that p and r in sumEnv () 3 5 + p + r
are (old) values (4 and 2), while p, q and r in
sumEnv type definition are implicit environ-
ment variables.

4 Extended example
The example in this section illustrates a purely
functional approach, preventing the use of un-
defined values, still performing imperative ac-
tions.

getC :: Char
getC = primGetC

putC :: Char → ()
putC c = primPutC c

bind :: ()→ ()→ ()
bind () () = ()

result :: ()→ a→ a
result () x = x

length [ ] = 0
length (x : xs) = 1 + length xs

last cell@[x] = cell
last (x : xs) = last xs

The function readLine reads a string, for
example beta , terminated by newline charac-
ter from standard input using built-in process
getC, which is referentially non-transparent,
and constructs the finite list of characters (′b′ :
′e′ : ′t′ : ′a′ : [ ]). The function makeCyclical
transforms this finite list into the cyclical list,
i.e. into the finite representation of the infinite
list (′b′ : ′e′ : ′t′ : ′a′ : ′b′ : ′e′ : ′t′ : . . .). Both
input and making list cyclical are the impera-
tive actions.
The function listToMatrix creates the
square matrix:

b e t a
b e t a
b e t a
b e t a

as the second item of the pair M , assigning
the values of applications (cItN cl) to the ma-
trix items, in an aggregated manner, n2 times
repeatedly.



data MT a b = M a ({a, a} → b)

readLine :: [Char]
readLine = line getC where line ′\n′ = [ ]

line x = x : line getC

makeCyclical :: [b]→ (a, [b])
makeCyclical [ ] = (0, [ ])
makeCyclical es@( : ) = (length es, connectLast (last es) es)

where connectLast ( : exs) ns = attachToF irst ns
where attachToF irst :: exs →

attachToF irst y = y

listsToMatrix :: (a, [b])→ MT a b
listsToMatrix cl@(n, ) = M n ({n, n} → (cItN cl))

cItN :: (a, [b])→ b
cItN s@( , (x : xs)) = tl s

where tl ( , ys) = setnext xs
where setnext :: ys →

setnext = x

transposeMatrix :: MT a b→MT a b
transposeMatrix s@(M n a)
= result (exchange i j (a{i, j}) | i← {2 . . n}, j ← {1 . . i− 1}) s
where

exchange i j arIt = store ({i, j} (a{j, i})) ({j, i} arIt)
where store :: a {} → a {} → ()

store = ()

writeMatrix :: M a b→ ()
writeMatrix (M n a)
= ( ( putC (a{i, j}) | j ← {1 . . n} ) ‘bind‘ (putC ′\n′) | i← {1 . . n} )

main = writeMatrix (transposeMatrix (listsToMatrix (makeCyclical readLine)))

Since each application (cItN cl) results to
the actual head of the cyclical list cl, shifting
the cyclical list cl to its tail as a side effect,
the application (cItN cl) evaluates first time
to ′b′, then to ′e′, then to ′t′, etc.
The function transposeMatrix performs the
matrix transposition by exchanging the items
{i, j} and {j, i}, in an imperative manner, i.e.
using the same array.

Finally, writeMatrix writes the result to the
standard output in the form as follows

bbbb
eeee
tttt
aaaa

The main, of the type () is a composition of
the functions mentioned above.



5 Conclusion

The aim of process functional programming
paradigm [5, 6, 7] is not just to provide a
sound programming language to a user, inte-
grating many programming paradigms, such as
modular, object oriented, deterministic, non-
deterministic, sequential, parallel, imperative,
functional, etc. It is far more important for
us, that it is promising for reasoning about
the functional correctness [9, 10] and predict-
ing the behavior of the systems [3, 4] statically,
at the implementation language level, consid-
ering the limited scope of the referential trans-
parency in systems.
The possible programming style restricted
just to the use of implicit environments in this
paper is semantically equivalent to imperative
functional programming. However, the mem-
ory cells are not hidden to a user, giving him
the strong feedback about the implementation.
PFL is by no means restricted to implicit envi-
ronments. It is our opinion, that such restric-
tion is not reasonable, since it may be some-
times an obstacle for the efficient matching a
problem to the target architecture.
Currently we are concentrated to the static
analysis, abstract typing, distributed paradigm
and the methodology of process functional pro-
gramming.
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